The thermal conductivities of both disordered and self-assembled symmetric polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) copolymer films were measured using time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR). The variation in out-of-plane thermal conductivity with changing block copolymer thickness is similar to that of PMMA polymer brushes and thick spun-cast films. The results suggest that the interfaces between the PS and PMMA, and reorganization of the PS and PMMA chains around these interfaces, do not significantly affect the thermal transport in these PS-b-PMMA films. However, for thin PS-b-PMMA films, the thermal boundary resistances at the sample interfaces limit the thermal transport.
Introduction
The control of thermal transport properties using nanoscale materials is an increasingly important area of research in the fields of electronic devices and energy conversion technologies [1, 2] . Recent works exploring low-dimensional systems and multiphase nanocomposites with engineered phonon scattering properties have led to new regimes and extremes of heat conduction [3] . Many of these advances have relied on soft materials and polymeric-based systems that have, for example, set new lower limits for the thermal conductivity of fully dense solids [4] , demonstrated orders of magnitude changes in thermal conduction based on alignment, rigidity, or draw ratio [5] [6] [7] [8] , and shown intricate tunability in vibrational heat transfer based on side chain and compositional perturbations [9] [10] [11] . Because of this immense promise in thermal engineering of polymers, recent research has focused on vibrational energy coupling across polymeric interfaces to engineer the thermal conductivity of molecular-based composites [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These works have relied on the coupling of energy across organic/inorganic interfaces or focused on C 60 or carbon nanotube/polymer-based composites [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , whereas experimental quantification of the influence of polymer/polymer planar interfaces on thermal transport is nonexistent, to the best of our knowledge.
While bulk polymers are generally regarded as good thermal insulators with typical thermal conductivities on the order of 0.1 W m À1 K
À1
, both experimental and computational works have demonstrated an increase in thermal conductivity (decrease in thermal resistance) upon straining due to increased polymer chain alignment and crystallization [6, 8, [21] [22] [23] . For example, ultradrawn polyethylene micro-and nanofibers have been shown to have a 120-to 300-fold increase in their thermal conductivity along the draw direction due to a large fraction of long needlelike crystals with chain orientations parallel to the draw direction [6, 12, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and in PMMA, up to a 50% increase in axial thermal conductivity has been observed in fibers for draw ratios of only 4 [24, 25] . On the contrary, in studies of PMMA polymer brush samples, only modest increases of less than 10% in axial thermal conductivity were observed [26] , and for ultrathin spun-cast PMMA films, the intrinsic thermal resistances were comparable to the thermal boundary resistances at the film/substrate interfaces, leading to a reduction in the effective thermal conductivity [26] . However, studies using spun-cast polyimide films demonstrated a reduction in out-of-plane thermal conductivity with a concomitant increase in the in-plane thermal conductivity by a factor or 4-8 [27] .
As evident from these aforementioned studies, chain alignment and material boundary resistances can affect thermal transport in nanoscale confined polymers, polymer brushes, and self-assembled monolayers. However, there has been little research into the nanoscale thermal transport behavior of thin self-assembled block copolymer films, which can contain high densities of polymer/polymer interfaces and varying degrees of chain alignment and interfacial ordering. A more detailed understanding of the thermal conductivity of block copolymer films could help reveal the relative roles of polymer-polymer interfaces and chain alignment on the heat transfer mechanisms of polymeric-based nanosystems.
Motivated by the need for elucidation into how polymerpolymer interfaces and chain alignment affect thermal transport in organic systems, this work experimentally studies the thermal conductivity of a series of block copolymer films. Block copolymer materials have been steadily garnering increased attention due to their ability to form nanoscale periodic structures at timescales of industrial relevance [28, 29] . Symmetric PS-b-PMMA is a well-studied model diblock copolymer system that is thermodynamically and kinetically amenable to directed self-assembly into controlled lamellar phases, hence these materials represent good candidates for studying the role of polymer ordering and interfaces on thermal conductivity in organic systems. A symmetric PS-b-PMMA block copolymer was chosen that naturally forms a lamellar phase with periodicity (L o ) of about 27.5 nm [30] . A polar silicon thermal oxide substrate was chosen in order to drive the PMMA block toward the substrate at elevated temperatures, initiating directed self-assembly such that the lamellar periodicity, and any preferential chain alignment, would be normal to the substrate surface. This work utilizes TDTR to measure the thermal conductivity of PS-b-PMMA films with varying thicknesses The United States Government retains, and by accepting the article for publication, the publisher acknowledges that the United States Government retains, a nonexclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this work, or allow others to do so, for United States government purposes.
in both random and ordered states in order to understand the impact of chain alignment, interfacial ordering, and the role of thermal boundary resistances on the thermal conductivity of PSb-PMMA films. This work specifically aims to answer the question: What energy transport mechanism is more dominant in the heat transport within the block copolymer films-chain alignment and internal ordering (layer formation) or thermal boundary resistances?
2 Experimental Considerations 2.1 Sample Fabrication and Characterization. The PS-b-PMMA films were spun-cast from propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate solutions to thickness values commensurate with the asymmetric wetting condition and the natural lamellar period of the block copolymer, as verified by ellipsometry prior to annealing. The spun-cast films were initially amorphous and were then cleaved with one set annealed in a vacuum oven (Yamamoto) below the order-disorder transition temperature, but well above the glass transition temperature, in order to promote directed self-assembly into the asymmetric lamellar phase. The optimum temperature for assembly was determined by performing self-assembly of the block copolymer on neutral polymer brush layers (forming fingerprint patterns). The polar substrate and nonpolar vacuum ambient produced an asymmetric wetting condition for the assembled lamellar phase [31] [32] [33] [34] , schematically depicted in Fig. 1 , along with X-ray reflectivity (XRR) data and modeling for various film thicknesses and annealing states, which shows excellent agreement with the experimental data for both the unannealed and annealed block copolymer states. The idealized PS-b-PMMA lamellar phase depicted in Fig. 1(a) has a thickness t n ¼ (n þ 1 =2)L o , where n is the number of full lamellar periods L o , which was varied from 0 to 7. The surface roughness of spun-cast and annealed PS-b-PMMA films was typically about 5 Å and 2 Å , respectively, as measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). As presented in Table 1 , only films with thickness commensurate with t n , the asymmetric lamellar assembly condition, were utilized in this study and no terracing or holes in the films were observed. The assembly of the annealed films into the stacked asymmetric lamellae was verified by XRR measurements and representative results are presented in Fig. 1 . In the absence of block copolymer ordering, the electron density difference between silicon and the polymer leads to oscillations in the reflectivity (Kiessig fringes), which are indicative of the overall film thickness. When the block copolymer forms lamellae, the small difference in electron density between PS and PMMA is sufficient to produce Bragg peaks due to reflections from the PS and PMMA layers. XRR from annealed films with fewer than 2.5 lamellar periods does not show Bragg peaks, but XRR from thicker films shows diffraction peaks that increase in intensity with the number of lamellar periods n. XRR from unannealed films does not show Bragg peaks, regardless of film thickness. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) depict XRR results for a film of thickness commensurate with 6.5 lamellar periods after annealing and without annealing, respectively. In Fig.  1(b) , the XRR measurement and modeling results show that only the odd order Bragg peaks are present, consistent with the choice of a symmetric PS-b-PMMA copolymer [35] . The (300) peak is clearly evident in the data. Atomic force microscopy analysis (Figs.  1(d)-1(f) ) confirms the similar topology of each film regardless of annealing condition and demonstrates that the films do not dewet and remain conformal during after annealing.
TDTR.
After XRR measurements, an aluminum metal transducer was evaporated on the surface of the films as a transducer for thermal conductivity studies using TDTR [36] [37] [38] , which is a noncontact, pump-probe technique in which a modulated train of subpicosecond laser pulses is used to create a heating event (the pump) on the surface of a sample. This pump-heating event is then monitored with a series of time-delayed probe pulses. The probe pulses are detected at the modulation frequency of the pump train through a lock-in amplifier over about 4.0 ns of probe delay time to determine the change in aluminum reflectivity with time, which is related to the temperature change on the surface of the sample. This surface temperature data are then related to the out-of-plane thermal conductivity (j) of the PS-b-PMMA films through a thermal model accounting for the radial symmetry of the heating event, pulse accumulation, and thermal diffusion mechanisms through the various layers of sample [37, 39, 40] . For determining the thermal conductivity of the PS-b-PMMA film, the model was fit to the data by iterating the thermal conductivity as a free parameter while assuming literature values for the heat capacities of the Al and SiO 2 films, the Si substrate [41] , and PS and PMMA layers [42, 43] , as well as literature values for the Si and SiO 2 thermal conductivities [41, 44] , and an Al film thermal conductivity based on previous measurements of Al films deposited using the same evaporator (166 W m À1 K À1 ) [40] . Thicknesses of the Al films were approximately 83 6 3 nm, as confirmed using picosecond acoustics [45, 46] . An example of the TDTR data and the corresponding best fit model are shown in Fig.  2(b) . The total thermal resistance determined using TDTR is a combination of the resistances offered by the PS-b-PMMA film and the polymer-inorganic interfaces R 12 and R 23 , as depicted in Fig. 2(a) for an assembled PS-b-PMMA sample. Due to the low thermal conductivities of the PS-b-PMMA films, the measurements are insensitive to the Al/PS-b-PMMA and PS-b-PMMA/ SiO 2 interfacial resistances, resulting in a high sensitivity to fitting of the thermal conductivity of the PS-b-PMMA film. However, as discussed in Sec. 3, for the thinnest samples, the resistances offered by the PS-b-PMMA films are on the order of the thermal boundary resistances at the film interfaces, and therefore the resistances of the Al/PS-b-PMMA and PS-b-PMMA/SiO 2 interfaces influence the measured effective thermal conductivities.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2(c) shows the experimentally measured thermal conductivity of both ordered (annealed) and disordered (amorphous) PS-b-PMMA copolymer films as a function of film thickness. The measurements are compared to previous reports of the thermal conductivity of thin PMMA homopolymer films and polymer brushes reported by Losego et al. [26] , which showed a modest increase in out-of-plane j for elongated, grafted PMMA polymer brushes when compared to the random coil chain configurations inherent in bulk PMMA. However, the amorphous and ordered PS-b-PMMA films measured in our current study exhibit thermal conductivities similar to the bulk homopolymer values (0.17 and 0.20 W m À1 K À1 for PS and PMMA, respectively) [47] . For the thinnest samples (t 0 % 14 nm % L o /2), an effective thermal conductivity (j eff ) is plotted, which includes thermal resistances at the interfaces between the PMMA block and thermal oxide and between the PS block and aluminum. This approach is used because the thermal resistance offered by the PS-b-PMMA film is on the same order as the resistances at the polymer-inorganic interfaces, and the TDTR measurement approach cannot differentiate between the three series resistances (Fig. 2(a) ) for these very small PS-b-PMMA film thicknesses. These results are discussed in more detail below.
Losego et al. [26] observed a reduction in thermal conductivity for extremely thin spun-cast PMMA films, where the resistance offered by the PMMA film was on the order of the thermal boundary resistances at the film interfaces. Likewise, in the current study, the reduced out-of-plane j eff in the thinnest PS-b-PMMA samples, for both amorphous and annealed cases, is likely due to the incorporation of interfacial resistances at the Al/sample and sample/substrate boundaries (similar to the conclusions by Losego et al. [26] ), rather than any polymer/polymer interface or chain alignment-induced alignment effects. It should be noted that the thickness dependence observed in the measured block copolymer thermal conductivities is apparent for thicker films than those studied by Losego et al. [26] ; while the reason for this difference is currently unclear, Losego et al. [26] studied a different polymeric system on bare silicon substrates, and therefore, some of the differences in thickness dependence are not surprising.
Assuming that the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the thinnest PS-b-PMMA film is similar to that of the thicker films ($0.19 W m À1 K À1 , on average), the total boundary resistance of the Al/PSb-PMMA and PS-b-PMMA/SiO 2 interfaces in the measured j eff of the thinnest samples is 24 m 2 K GW À1 , which corresponds to a thermal boundary conductance of 83 MW m À2 K À1 per interface. This value for thermal boundary conductance is in reasonable agreement with typical values across solid interfaces [48] , supporting our assertion that the effective thermal conductivities measured for the thinnest films are dominated by the resistances at the sample interfaces. It is important to realize that indeed, the thermal boundary conductances across the Al/Ps-b-PMMA and PS-b-PMMA/SiO 2 interfaces will most likely be different due to the fact that different materials comprise each interface; we offer this estimate of the average conductance per interface simply as a rough comparison to measurements of thermal boundary conductance in the literature. Therefore, all PS-b-PMMA films studied had approximately the same intrinsic out-of-plane j, consistent with bulk homopolymer values. The lack of enhanced thermal transport normal to the film can be explained by the fact that only a small fraction of polymer segments (those confined near the internal block copolymer interfaces), actually undergo chain re-organization during block copolymer lamellar assembly. This results in only a small increase in the probability of longer transbonded stretches of polymer backbone lying parallel to the film normal, negligibly affecting the out-of-plane thermal conductivity in these block copolymers. These results suggest that the interfaces between the PS and PMMA, and reorganization of the PS and PMMA chains around these interfaces, do not significantly affect the thermal transport in these PS-b-PMMA films.
Conclusions
Lamellar phase PS-b-PMMA films with varying number of periods were formed by annealing spun-cast films of thickness commensurate with the asymmetric wetting condition, as verified by ellipsometry, XRR, and AFM. The thermal conductivity of the PS-b-PMMA films showed no enhancement in thermal conductivity upon annealing and the values were consistent with earlier studies of polymer brushes and thick spun-cast PMMA films. The results suggest that the interfaces between the PS and PMMA, and reorganization of the PS and PMMA chains around these interfaces, do not significantly affect the thermal transport in these PS-b-PMMA films. However, for thin PS-b-PMMA films, the thermal boundary resistances at the sample interfaces limit the thermal transport. 
